
  Minutes for Treasure Valuation Committee Meeting – 14
th

 March 2014  
 
The meeting was held in the Board Room at the British Museum on Friday, 14th March 2014 at 11:00 
am. All finds were available from 10:15am.    
 
Present: 
 
Committee:              British Museum:  Apologies: 
Colin Renfrew (Chair)            Lucy Ellis                            Peter Clayton (comments supplied) 
Ian Carradice                              Janina Parol                         Mark Caldon (DCMS) 
John Cherry                                Ian Richardson 
David Dykes                               Hazel Shorland 
Hetty Gleave 
Tim Pestell 
 
 
Note on finds from Woodbridge area, Suffolk: This agenda contains a series of 42 further cases 
discovered at the site in the Woodbridge area, Suffolk (a large batch of earlier finds from this site 
were seen by the Committee in 2012). They are however separate, discrete cases, and are marked 
with a † on this agenda.  There are four finders variously associated with these finds.  All finds are 
from land owned by a single landowner.  Colchester and Ipswich Museums Service hope to acquire 
these finds, and the interested parties have agreed that for administrative ease they should all be 
processed at the same time.  The finders submitted comments on the provisional valuations of these 
items, making the general point that they felt that their provenance added to their appeal and would 
increase their value at auction.   
 
The Committee took account of this argument as it examined the items from the Woodbridge area.  It 
noted that it had previously considered the effect on value that the provenance of these finds had 
when it had valued an earlier group of material from the same site in 2012, and made the point that 
all finds which come before it benefit from the attraction of having a secure provenance. In this 
instance, the interesting nature of the site in Woodbridge was felt to be adequately accounted for in 
the provisional valuations supplied and their provenance alone was not felt to warrant an uplift in the 
valuations.     
 
The Committee also learned that several of the items from the Woodbridge site were being borrowed 
for a temporary exhibition at the Sutton Hoo Visitor Centre prior to them being valued by the 
Committee and acquired by the Colchester and Ipswich Museum Service.  The Committee felt that 
by displaying items locally prior to their having been valued, there could be a risk that expectations 
of valuations could unjustifiably be raised and that this could at a later date negatively impact on the 
harmonious resolution of the valuation of these finds, and drafted a letter to be sent to the DCMS to 
this effect. 

 
 
Item 1: Minutes of the meeting of Wednesday, 29

th
 January 2014 

 
The Minutes were approved as a true record of the meeting. 
 

Item 2: Objects 
 
Iron Age artefacts 

 
1. Iron Age gold torc fragment from Caistor, Lincolnshire (2013 T130; NLM-605352) 

The provisional valuer suggested £1,500.  The Committee viewed the torc fragment in light of this 
and felt that the provisional valuer’s argument was well reasoned.  The Committee found the torc 
to be attractive but agreed that its present condition would limit its appeal on the market.  The 
Committee agreed with the value suggested by the provisional valuer, and recommended £1,500.  
The Collection, Lincoln, hopes to acquire. 
 

Roman artefacts 
 
2. †Roman silver finger-ring fragment from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 T400) 



This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies.   
 
The provisional valuer suggested £1.  The Committee viewed the finger-ring fragment and 
acknowledged its poor condition but felt that it could fetch a slightly higher figure at auction, and 
recommended £5.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
3. †Roman (?) silver bracelet fragment from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2013 T398) 

This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies.   
 
The provisional valuer suggested £10. The Committee viewed the bracelet fragment and in 
agreement with the provisional valuer, recommended £10.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service 
hopes to acquire. 
 
4. †Roman silver pin head from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 T493) 

This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies.   
 
The provisional valuer suggested £90.  The Committee examined the pin head and in agreement 
with the provisional valuer, recommended £90.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to 
acquire. 
 

5. Roman gold finger-ring from East Cambridgeshire area (2012 T803; CAM-4DFBF1) 

The provisional valuer suggested £115.  The Committee viewed the finger-ring in light of this, and 
noted its distorted state.  In agreement with the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended 
£115.  The Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology (Cambridge) hopes to acquire. 
 

6. Roman gold finger-ring from Chelmsford District area, Essex (2012 T776; ESS-FE8E56) 

The provisional valuer suggested £155. The Committee inspected the finger-ring in light of this 
and took account of its poor condition.  Also viewed at this meeting was another Roman gold 
finger-ring, from East Cambridgeshire (2012 T803; CAM-4DFBF1, valued at £115).  In 
comparison the suggested value of the ring from Chelmsford District was felt to be slightly high, 
and the Committee recommended £120.  The British Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
7. Roman silver coin jewellery from Middleton, East Riding of Yorkshire (2013 T99; 

YORYM-49AAR7) 

The provisional valuer suggested £25.  The Committee examined the object in light of this and 
commented on the degraded condition.  Nonetheless it was recognisable as a coin that had been 
converted into jewellery.  The Committee had in the past valued a finger-ring bezel made from a 
silver Roman coin at £120 (2006 T233, WILT-B0C652 from Chirton, Wiltshire), although this was 
felt to be more attractive than the current example.  On balance, the Committee felt that the 
provisional valuation was too low, and recommended £60.  The British Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
8. †Roman silver toilet implement from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 T465) 
This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies.   
 
The provisional valuer suggested £25. The Committee inspected the toilet implement in light of 
this and in agreement with the provisional valuer, recommended £25. Colchester & Ipswich 
Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
9. Early Medieval pendant with Roman coin from Horncastle area, Lincolnshire (2013 T107; 

LANCUM-B37196) 

The provisional valuer suggested £300.  The Committee viewed the pendant in light of this and felt 
that the worn condition of the item would diminish its appeal on the market.  For that reason it was 
decided that the suggested valuation was slightly high, and the Committee recommended £250.  
The Collection, Lincoln, hopes to acquire. 
 

10. †Roman silver-gilt terminal from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2011 T562) 
This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies.   



 
The provisional valuer suggested £70.  The finders and landowner submitted comments 
questioning the identification of the item as Roman, suggesting that it might be of Anglo-Saxon 
date.  The museum also supplied comments.  The Committee took account of this as it viewed the 
item and formed the view that the identification of the object as ‘probably Roman’ was correct.  
The Committee felt that the piece was attractive, but that the silver-gilt horse head terminal 
suggested as a comparison by the finders and landowner possessed much more appeal.  The 
Committee recommended £100.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
11. Roman silver bracelet from Cadeby, South Yorkshire (2010 T49)- 2

nd
 viewing 

The Committee had considered this case at its meeting of 5th December 2013, and recommended 
that as the coroner had declared the find to be treasure trove under the law in place prior to the 
Treasure Act 1996, where the finder would normally be entitled to 100% of the market value as a 
reward, and that in this instance the identity of the finder was undetermined, that no reward should 
be paid for the bracelet.  
 
The person in possession of the item at the time that it was handed in to the British Museum and 
reported to the coroner,  queried this decision and argued that he had acquired 
the find in good faith.  The curator of Doncaster Museum,  also supplied comments 
regarding his involvement in bringing this case to light. 
 
The Committee considered the case again and thanked the parties for their submissions.  It 
appreciated that when he purchased the bracelet was under the impression that the 
dealer from whom it was acquired had legitimate title to the item.  The Committee also saw how 

 readily complied with the suggestion to deposit the bracelet with the British 
Museum as part of the Treasure process.  However, as it was not the case that had 
initiated the process under which the bracelet was brought to the attention of the authorities, the 
Committee felt that there was no cause for him to receive a reward.   
 
Doncaster Museum hopes to acquire the item.   
 
NB – claims in his letter of 20 January 2014 that he is aware of cases in which ex 
gratia payments have been made in similar circumstances under the discretionary powers of the 
Committee.  The Secretariat is aware of no such circumstances.  There have been six cases of 
reported Treasure where a person other than the finder has handed the item(s) in, and in none of 
those cases was the find acquired by a museum through the Act, and therefore no reward was paid.  
The parties to whom a reward is payable are listed in the Treasure Act 10.(5) and the Code of 
Practice, paragraph 72.  There is currently no provision to pay a reward to anyone other than the 
finder or someone involved in the find, the landowner or occupier, though the Committee has in 
the past recommended a reward is paid to a deceased individual’s next-of-kin.    
 
 
Early Medieval artefacts 

 
12. †Early Medieval (?) silver rivet from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2013 T397) 

This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £5. The Committee examined the silver rivet and in agreement 
with the provisional valuer, recommended £5.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to 
acquire. 
 
13. †Early Medieval silver-gilt mount from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 T763) 
This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £25. The Committee examined the mount and felt that the 
provisional valuation was accurate.  In agreement with the provisional valuer, the Committee 
recommended £25.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
14. †Early Medieval silver-gilt mount (incomplete) and rivet from Woodbridge area, Suffolk 

(2011 T565) 



This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £10. The Committee viewed the mount and in agreement with the 
provisional valuer, recommended £10.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
15. †Early Medieval silver mount (?) from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 T720) 

This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £35. The Committee inspected the silver mount and felt that the 
valuation was well-argued.  In agreement with the provisional valuer, the Committee 
recommended £35. Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
16. †Early Medieval silver-gilt fragment from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2011 T564) 

This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £20. The Committee examined the silver-gilt fragment and in 
agreement with the provisional valuer, recommended £20.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service 
hopes to acquire. 
 
17. †Early Medieval (?) silver finger-ring fragment from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 

T494) 

This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £20.  The Committee inspected the ring and in agreement with 
the provisional valuer, recommended £20.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to 
acquire. 
 
18. †Early Medieval silver ingot from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 T461) 
This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £10.  The Committee viewed the ingot and in agreement with the 
provisional valuer, recommended £10.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
19. †Early Medieval silver pin head (?) from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 T462) 

This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £5. The Committee inspected the possible pin head and in 
agreement with the provisional valuer, recommended £5.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service 
hopes to acquire. 
 
20. †Early Medieval silver-gilt brooch fragment from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2011 T563) 

This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £20.  The Committee examined the silver-gilt brooch fragment 
and found it to be an attractive piece, despite being incomplete.  It recommended £40.  Colchester 
& Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
21. †Early Medieval gold mount from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2011 T561) 

This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £250.  The Committee examined the mount in light of this and 
felt that the suggested figure was slightly high, and that the mount would struggle to achieve that 



figure on the market.  The Committee recommended £200.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service 
hopes to acquire. 
 
22. *†Early Medieval silver fragment from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 T398) 
This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £10.  The Committee viewed the silver fragment and in 
agreement with the provisional valuer, recommended £10.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service 
hopes to acquire. 
 
23. †Early Medieval (?) gold object from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 T952) 

The provisional valuer suggested £30.  This item was not valued at the meeting as the object has 
been borrowed for an exhibition.  The Committee agreed to value the item upon its return to the 
British Museum.   
 
24. †Early Medieval gold fragment from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2011 T627) 

This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £20.  The Committee examined the gold fragment in light of this 
and in agreement with the provisional valuer, recommended £20.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum 
Service hopes to acquire. 
 
25. †Early Medieval silver-gilt fragment from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2011 T567) 
This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £5.  The Committee viewed the silver-gilt fragment and in 
agreement with the provisional valuer, recommended £5.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service 
hopes to acquire. 
 
26. †Early Medieval (?) silver fragment from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2011 T566) 
This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £5.  The Committee viewed the silver fragment and in agreement 
with the provisional valuer, recommended £5.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to 
acquire. 
 
27. †Early Medieval silver mount/pendant from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 T464) 

This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £30.  The Committee viewed the mount/pendant and in 
agreement with the provisional valuer, recommended £30. Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service 
hopes to acquire. 
 
28. †Early Medieval silver ingot from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 T460) 

This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £20.  The Committee viewed the ingot and in agreement with the 
provisional valuer and in line with previous Treasure valuations of silver ingots of similar weight, 
recommended £20. Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
29. †Early Medieval silver ingot from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 T458) 

The provisional valuer suggested £60. This item was not valued at the meeting as the object has 
been borrowed for an exhibition.  The Committee agreed to value the item upon its return to the 
British Museum.   
 



30. *Early Medieval gold and garnet object from East Heslerton, North Yorkshire (2012 

T890; SWYOR-73AF38) 
The provisional valuer suggested £80.  The Committee examined the object in light of this and 
found the design appealing, although the purpose of the item was unknown.  The Committee 
recommended £100. York Museums Trust hopes to acquire. 
 
31. Early Medieval gold pendant from Manston, Kent (2012 T714; KENT-6E1652) 
The provisional valuer suggested £850.  The Committee viewed the pendant in light of this and 
found the provisional valuation report to be well-reasoned and supported by a past 
recommendation the Committee had made for a very similar gold pendant from South East Suffolk 
(2008 T409; SF-0646A8; valued at £550) which lacked the central design of the Manston, Kent 
example.  In agreement with the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £850. 
Canterbury Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
32. Early Medieval gold and garnet object from Pickering area, North Yorkshire (2012 T487; 

DUR-17EEA5) 

The provisional valuer suggested £7,000.  The Committee inspected the item in light of this and 
took note of its damaged state.  It commented that gold and garnet items from this period are 
popular in the market, but that the unknown function and current state of this piece would constrain 
its success in the sale room.  The Committee took careful account of the rationale behind the 
provisional valuation but felt that the value of the piece was lower than suggested by the valuer, 
and recommended £5,000.  York Museums Trust hopes to acquire. 
 
33. †Early Medieval gold and garnet bead from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 T762) 

The provisional valuer suggested £22,000.  This item was not valued at the meeting as the object 
has been borrowed for an exhibition.  The Committee agreed to value the item upon its return to 
the British Museum.   
 
34. Viking gold pendant from Spilsby area, Lincolnshire (2013 T188; LIN-D3E540) 
The provisional valuer suggested £4,500.  The finder submitted comments regarding the 
provisional valuation and the landowner supplied comments regarding the assertion that the find 
had been damaged by over-cleaning.   
 
The Committee paid regard to all of the above as it viewed the item.  The Committee 
acknowledged that Thor’s hammer pendants are more common in silver and gold examples are 
more rare and desirable.  The Committee also observed that the pendant was much smaller than 
many silver examples it had seen (and which were quoted by the provisional valuer) and agreed 
with the valuer’s observation that the decoration was not of the highest order.  On balance, the 
Committee felt that the suggested value was correct and in agreement with the provisional valuer, 
suggested £4,500. 
 
The Committee also considered the matter of the cleaning of the artefact.  The pendant was felt by 
the Committee to have been over-cleaned, and the Committee heard that the finder had explained 
on the phone that he had taken the object to a jeweller who had cleaned and polished it.  Although 
this was carried out by a third party, the Committee pointed out that finders of Treasure are 
responsible for the safekeeping of such items until they are deposited with the appropriate 
institutions.  The Committee was told that the finder had not realised what the object was until he 
had taken it to a jeweller, but the Committee pointed out that in such circumstances objects from 
the ground should be shown to a Finds Liaison Officer or museum, and not taken to a jeweller for 
cleaning.   
 
The usual division of the reward recommended above would be £2,250 to the finder and £2,250 to 
the landowner.  As a result of the over-cleaning of the pendant, however, and in accordance with 
paragraph 79 of the Treasure Act Code of Practice, the Committee recommended an abatement of 
5% of the finder’s share of the reward.  This meant a reduction of £112.50, and so the final 
recommendation was for £2,137.50 for the finder and £2,250 for the landowner.         
 
The Collection, Lincoln hopes to acquire. 
 
35. †Early Medieval gold pendant (in three pieces) from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2011 

T560) 



This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £45.  The finder and landowner supplied additional comments 
with regards to the condition of the item and the provisional valuation.  The museum also 
submitted comments.  The Committee took account of these as it viewed the item.  It noted that the 
comparison suggested by the interested parties, from Tolleshunt Major, Essex (2009 T142, ESS-
7E4F06, valued at £500) had been valued by the same provisional valuer as in the case under 
discussion, and agreed that it was of superior quality to the Woodbridge item.  However, the 
Committee felt that the suggested figure for the Woodbridge pendant was too low, and 
recommended £100.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire.   
 
36. †Early Medieval gold coin pendant from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 T407) 

The provisional valuer suggested £800.  This item was not valued at the meeting as the object has 
been borrowed for an exhibition.  The Committee agreed to value the item upon its return to the 
British Museum.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
37. †Early Medieval gold mount from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 T459) 
This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £300.  The finders and landowner provided comments with 
regards to the item’s identification and the provisional valuation. The museum also supplied 
comments on the provisional valuation. The Committee took account of these as it viewed the item.  
The Committee noted that Dr Geake’s report said that similar decoration was to be found on 
several brooches of the period but did not imply that this piece had come from a brooch.  The 
suggestion of the finders and landowner that the mount had come from a sword may have been 
plausible, but the fact that this was supposition gave the Committee little grounds for increasing the 
valuation on that basis.  The decoration was felt to be attractive but the damage to the mount and 
its incomplete nature indicated to the Committee that the suggested figure was accurate.  In 
agreement with the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £300. Colchester & Ipswich 
Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
38. †Early Medieval copper alloy brooch fragment with silver wire from Woodbridge area, 

Suffolk (2011 T648) 
This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £40.  The finders and landowner submitted comments with 
regards to the provisional valuation, and the museum also supplied comments.  The Committee 
took account of these as it viewed the brooch fragment.  The Committee found the parallel 
provided by the finders and landowner to be more appealing and noted that it was being sold in a 
retail transaction so that the price listed represented an escalation of the market value of the piece.  
However, the Committee felt that the Woodbridge brooch fragment was an interesting piece and 
recommended £75.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
39. †Early Medieval gold and garnet pyramid mount from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 

T721) 

The provisional valuer suggested £17,500. This item was not valued at the meeting as the object 
has been borrowed for an exhibition.  The Committee agreed to value the item upon its return to 
the British Museum.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
 
40. †Early Medieval silver brooch fragment from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2011 T927) 
This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested the find had no commercial valuer (£0).  The finders and 
landowner submitted comments with regards to the provisional valuation and the museum replied 
to those comments.  The Committee took these into consideration and felt that the piece would 
fetch a small price on the market, and recommended £5. Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service 
hopes to acquire. 



 
 

Medieval artefacts 

 

41. †Medieval silver brooch from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2013 T166) 

This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £40.  The Committee examined the brooch in light of this and in 
agreement with the provisional valuer, recommended £40.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service 
hopes to acquire. 
 
42. †Medieval silver-gilt brooch fragment from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2013 T165) 

This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £5.  The Committee inspected the brooch fragment and in 
agreement with the provisional valuer, recommended £5. Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service 
hopes to acquire. 
 
43. Medieval to Post-Medieval buckle/brooch pin from Whitchurch, Buckinghamshire (2013 

T219; SUR-D5E7F6) 

The provisional valuer suggested £18.  The Committee viewed the pin in light of this and in 
agreement with the provisional valuer, whose basis for valuation was well-supported, it 
recommended £18.  Buckinghamshire County Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
44. †Medieval silver belt mount from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2011 T626) 
This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £30.  The museum had submitted comments regarding the 
provisional valuation.  The Committee took account of these as it viewed the mount, but felt that 
the value suggested for this piece was accurate.  In agreement with the provisional valuer, the 
Committee recommended £30.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
45. Medieval to Post-Medieval silver bell from Codicote, Hertfordshire (2013 T193; BH-

D6B601) 
The provisional valuer suggested £100.  The Committee viewed the bell in light of this and 
acknowledged that its intact form and the survival of the pea were positive attributes, but felt that 
the suggested figure slightly overestimated the appeal the bell would have on the market.  The 
Committee noted that the valuer has suggested a range of £80 - £120 and felt that the figure at the 
lower end was more accurate, so it recommended £80.  North Hertfordshire Museum service hopes 
to acquire. 
 
46. †Medieval silver bell from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 T499) 

This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £20.  The Committee viewed the silver bell in light of this and 
noted the lack of suspension loop and the damage suffered to its underside.  In agreement with the 
valuer, recommended £20.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
47. Medieval silver-gilt mount from Ryedale area, North Yorkshire (2012 T775; YORYM-

0EFD2) 
The provisional valuer suggested £1,250.  The Committee scrutinised the mount and came to the 
opinion that the gilt frame was contemporaneous with the setting, though it felt that the piece may 
have dated to the early 16th century rather than to the 15th.  The Committee found the engraving to 
lack refinement and felt that this would limit its appeal on the market.  The Committee referred to a 
similar silver setting which was sold by the dealer Den of Antiquity for £225 in April 2012 but 
which lacked the presence of the decorative mount.  Overall the Committee felt that the suggested 
value was too high, and recommended £1,000.  York Museums Trust hopes to acquire. 
 



 
48. Medieval silver pendant from Temple Guiting, Gloucestershire (2013 T140; GLO-

75A2B8) 

The provisional valuer suggested £3,500.  The Committee viewed the item in light of this, and 
disagreed with the valuer’s assessment that the pendant was ‘a rare object’ and that it may have 
originally contained a relic. The Committee believe it to be the terminal on a belt or some other 
cord, and although the inscriptions of names of the magi provided some interest, the Committee 
deemed it necessary to seek a further opinion on the value of the item.  It asked the Secretariat to 
commission a second provisional valuation.  Corinium Museum hopes to acquire. 
 

Post-Medieval artefacts 

 
49. †Post-Medieval silver pendant from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 T718)  

This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £50.  The Committee examined the pendant and in agreement 
with the provisional valuer, recommended £50.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to 
acquire. 
 
50. Post-Medieval silver thimble from Sarratt, Hertfordshire (2013 T503; BH-A68C23) 
The provisional valuer suggested £15. The Committee viewed the thimble in light of this and in 
agreement with the provisional valuer, recommended £15.  Three Rivers Museum hopes to acquire.   
 
51. †Post-Medieval silver thimble from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2013 T400) 

This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £25.  The Committee inspected the thimble in light of this and in 
agreement with the provisional valuer, recommended £25.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service 
hopes to acquire. 
 
52. †Post-Medieval silver-gilt dress fastener from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 T498) 
This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £40.  The Committee viewed the dress-fastener and in agreement 
with the provisional valuer, suggested £40.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to 
acquire. 
 

53. Post-Medieval silver cufflink from Hatcliffe, North East Lincolnshire (2013 T309; NLM-

C7B640) 

The provisional valuer suggested £45.  The Committee viewed the cufflink in light of this and 
found the provisional valuer’s basis for his valuation to be well-reasoned, but felt that the value 
was at the lower end of the range suggested in the valuer’s narrative.  The Committee 
recommended £40.  North East Lincolnshire Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
54. Post-Medieval silver hooked tag from Winterton, North Lincolnshire (2013 T531; NLM-

5D41E0) 
The provisional valuer suggested £50.  The Committee took account of this as it viewed the 
hooked tag and in agreement with the provisional valuer, recommended £50. North Lincolnshire 
Museum hopes to acquire. 
  
55. Post-Medieval silver hooked tag from Lilley, Hertfordshire (2012 T897; BH-74C873) 

The provisional valuer suggested £75.  The Committee viewed the hooked tag in light of this and 
commented that the piece’s completeness added to its appeal, and recommended £80. North 
Hertfordshire Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
56. Post-Medieval silver button from Antrobus, Cheshire (2013 T290; LANCUM-D34B76) 



The provisional valuer suggested £80.  The Committee examined the button in light of this and felt 
that the valuer had adequately appreciated the condition of the item.  In agreement with the 
provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £80.  Grosvenor Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
57. Post-Medieval silver-gilt ring from Littledean, Gloucestershire (2012 T761; GLO-3E8A24) 

The provisional valuer suggested £60.  The Committee examined the silver-gilt ring in light of this 
and found the inscription appealing, noting that it retained some of the applied material (enamel or 
niello).  Because of this the Committee felt that it would attract more at auction than the valuer 
suggested.  The Committee recommended £120.  Dean Heritage Centre hopes to acquire. 
 
58. Post-Medieval gold ring from Westerham, Kent (2013 T213; PAS-C0F2A2) 

The provisional valuer suggested £425.  The Committee viewed the gold ring in light of this and 
took account of the damage it had suffered.  In agreement with the provisional valuer, the 
Committee recommended £425. Moyses Hall Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
[Tim Pestell left the room] 

 
59. Post-Medieval gold dress fastener from Foulsham, Norfolk (2012 T629; NMS-DF72E6) 

The provisional valuer suggested £600.  The Committee inspected the dress fastener in light of this.  
It found the valuer’s formula for arriving at a suggested value, by multiplying the theoretical value 
of a silver example by 10, rather curious.  In the Committee’s view, the gold dress fastener was 
attractive but its lack of decoration warranted a reduction in the suggested price.  The Committee 
recommended £500.  The British Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
[Tim Pestell re-entered the room] 

 
60. Post-Medieval silver vervel from Taunton area, Somerset (2013 T477; SOM-D02D71) 

The provisional valuer suggested £2,000.  The Committee viewed the vervel in light of this and 
agreed that the market for vervels had proven popular in recent years, though it pointed out that the 
appeal of individual items depended on whether there was a potential buyer whose interest was 
piqued by the subject associated with the item, as in the example cited by the valuer.  The 
Committee noted that the Hereford example was also particularly attractive because of its shield-
shape and the arms displayed thereon, and noted that this item was of simpler design.  The 
Committee recommended £1,700.  Somerset County Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
61. Post-Medieval gold ring from Newcastle under Lyme area, Staffordshire (2013 T27; 

WMID-565CB5) 
The provisional valuer suggested £2,500.  The Committee examined the ring in light of this and 
found it to be attractive and that it would have appeal on the market despite its message of 
mourning.  It was noted that rings of a more morbid nature are not generally as popular as posy 
rings of similar design, but in this case the ring was more restrained and the Committee felt that it 
would command attention.  In agreement with the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended 
£2,500.  The Potteries Museum, Stoke-on-Trent, hopes to acquire. 
 
62. †Post-Medieval silver toilet implement from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 T719) 
This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £180. The finders and landowner submitted comments with 
regards to the provisional valuation, and the museum supplied additional comments.  The 
Committee examined the toilet implement and took these into consideration.  The Committee 
commented that the implement had pleasing substance but that it was less attractive than the 
example cited by the finders and landowner.  The Committee also pointed to a comparison sold by 
the dealer Den of Antiquity in December 2009 at a retail price of £225.  On balance, the 
Committee felt that a modest increase in the suggested price was warranted, and recommended 
£200. Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
Item 3: Coins 
 
Roman coins:  

 



63. †Roman silver coins (2) from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 T399) 
This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £40.  The Committee inspected the coins and felt that their 
attraction to collectors would warrant a slight increase in the valuation and recommended £55.  
Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
64. †Roman silver coins (6) from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2012 T955) 

This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £90.  The Committee examined the coins in light of this and 
noted that a modest increase in the suggested figure was warranted.  The Committee recommended 
£100.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
65. Roman coin hoard (catalogue numbers, Pamphill I: 12, 103, 223, 266; Pamphill II: 87, 217, 

352, 416, 467) from Pamphill, Dorset (2011 T687; DOR-148AE3) 

The provisional valuer suggested £50.  The Committee inspected the coins in light of this and 
commented that they were in good condition.  The Committee clarified that, in relation to a 
comment made by the provisional valuer, no premium would be added to the coins simply because 
it was the British Museum which wished to acquire them.  However, given that the coins were 
unusual variants and that they were in good condition, the Committee recommended £100. The 
British Museum hopes to acquire. 
 

66. Roman coin hoard (81) from Plympton, Devon (2011 T579; DEV-8A5096) 

The provisional valuer suggested £400-450.  The Committee viewed the coin hoard in light of this 
and noted that the condition was better than expected on many of the coins.  It recommended £500. 
Plymouth City Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
67. Roman coin hoard (121) from Plympton, Devon (2012 T672; DEV-8A5096) 

The provisional valuer suggested £430-£460.  The Committee examined the coins and noted that 
they were addenda to the hoard of 81 coins from the same site (2011 T579).  Although in slightly 
worse condition, the Committee felt that the suggested value should be raised slightly, and 
recommended £500.  Plymouth City Museum hopes to acquire.   
 
68. Roman coin hoard (499) and lead tesserae (2) from West Dean, Gloucestershire (2012 

T884) 
The provisional valuer suggested £1,500-£1,800.  The Committee inspected the coins in light of 
this and found the basis for valuation to be well-reasoned.  In agreement with the provisional 
valuer, the Committee recommended £1,650. Dean Heritage Centre hopes to acquire. 
 
69. Roman coins (108) and associated material  from Knutsford, Cheshire (2012 T406) 

The provisional valuers suggested £1,500-£1,700 for the coins, and £1,500 for the objects.  The 
finder requested more time to commission a private valuation and so this case was deferred to the 
next meeting.  National Museums Liverpool hopes to acquire 
 
70. Roman gold coins from Sandridge, Hertfordshire (2012 T674, PAS ID: BH-D67AF4) – 3

rd
 

viewing 

This case was seen by the Committee at its meeting of 29th January 2014 where it recommended a 
value of £98,850, to be apportioned as £54,367.50 for the landowner, and £44,482.50 for the finder.  
The landowner challenged this decision and submitted comments regarding the Committee’s 
recommended apportionment of the reward. 
 
The Committee read the landowner’s submission and carefully considered the matter again.  The 
Committee felt that it had considered the objectives of the Treasure Ac 1996 Code of Practice 
when considering an abatement of the finder’s reward and had considered the issue of the finder’s 
lack of permission, which had led to a reduction in his share of the reward by 10%. However, this 
was balanced against the finder’s exemplary behaviour once the coins were found and his 
compliance with the Code of Practice in every other respect, a view that was reinforced by the 
representations of both the Coroner and Museum.  The Committee further noted that its 
recommendation was consistent with earlier cases of similar circumstances.         



 
The Committee confirmed a recommendation of £98,850, to be apportioned as £54,367.50 for the 
landowner, and £44,482.50 for the finder.  Verulamium Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
Early Medieval coins:  

 
71. †Early Medieval silver fused coins from Woodbridge area, Suffolk (2011 T706) 

The provisional valuer suggested £40. These items were not valued at the meeting as the coins has 
been borrowed for an exhibition.  The Committee agreed to value the items upon their return to the 
British Museum.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
72. †Early Medieval gold coin with coin fragment attached from Woodbridge area, Suffolk 

(2011 T704) 

This item was one of a group from the same site in the Woodbridge area of Suffolk to which the 
general note on effect of provenance on value (above) applies. 
 
The provisional valuer suggested £1,100.  The Committee inspected the coins in light of this and 
felt that the whole tremissis was attractive but that its appeal on the market would be impaired by 
the cut quarter which was adhered to it.  The Committee felt that the suggested price was slightly 
high, and recommended £950.  Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
Post-Medieval coins:  

 
[Ian Carradice left the room] 

 
73. Post-Medieval silver groats (5) from Solway area, Cumbria (2012 T757; LANCUM-

D15F35) 

The provisional valuer recommended £210.  The Committee examined the groats in light of this 
and in agreement with the provisional valuer, recommended £210.  Senhouse Museum hopes to 
acquire. 
 
[Ian Carradice re-entered the room] 

 
[Tim Pestell left the room] 

 
Norfolk Cases: 

 
74. Roman gold link from Walsingham, Norfolk (2013 T461; NMS-EB64B8) 
The provisional valuer suggested £40.  The Committee viewed the object in light of this and felt 
that the suggested price was slightly high, and recommended £30.  Norwich Castle Museum hopes 
to acquire. 
 
75. Early Medieval silver pin head (probable) from Roudham, Norfolk (2013 T332; NMS-

D02F03) 

The provisional valuer suggested £150.  The Committee examined the pin head in light of this and 
found the suggested value to be reasonable.  In agreement with the provisional valuer, the 
Committee recommended £150. Norwich Castle Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
76. Early Medieval silver mount/ strap slide (incomplete) from Roudham, Norfolk (2013 

T331; NMS-638554) 

The provisional valuer suggested £30.  The Committee inspected the mount in light of this and in 
agreement with the provisional valuer, recommended £30.  Norwich Castle Museum hopes to 
acquire. 
 
77. Early Medieval gold brooch from Attleborough area, Norfolk (2013 T185; NMS-73CD11) 

The provisional valuer suggested £1,400.  The Committee examined the brooch in light of this and 
carefully considered the effect that the item’s condition would have on its price in the market.  The 
Committee acknowledged that it would have originally been a very attractive piece but felt that the 
damage that it had suffered meant that the brooch was more academically interesting than 
collectible.  For that reason the Committee felt that the suggested value was too high, and 
recommended £1250.  Norwich Castle Museum hopes to acquire. 
 



 
78. Early Medieval gold coin pendant from North Elmham, Norfolk (2012 T473; NMS-

98E733)- 2
nd

 viewing – Further valuation 

The first provisional valuer suggested £3,000.  The Museum had submitted comments on this and 
the Committee considered the case at its meeting of 5th December 2013 and asked for a second 
provisional valuation to be supplied.  The second provisional valuer suggested £900.  The finder 
and the museum both submitted further comments.   
 
The Committee took account of this as it viewed the coin pendant.  The Committee noted that the 
coin itself was rare but also pointed out that it was not in good condition.  The second valuer’s 
basis for valuation was felt by the Committee to be well-reasoned, and was based on a comparable 
item which was sold recently in the open market.  It therefore saw no reason, as the finder and 
museum had suggested, to commission a further valuation.  The second valuer had suggested a 
range of between £800 to £1000 and the Committee felt that the higher end of this range reflected 
the value of the piece.  It recommended £1000.  Norwich Castle Museum hopes to acquire. 
 

79. Early Medieval silver mount from Roudham, Norfolk (2013 T195; NMS-ADCA16)- 2
nd

 

viewing – Finder challenge 

The provisional valuer had suggested £450 - £500.  The museum and the finder had submitted 
comments on the provisional valuation and the finder had supplied a private valuation from 

of £800 - £1,200.  The Committee considered the case at its meeting of 5th December 
2013 and recommended £400.  The finder challenged this recommendation and supplied three 
further private valuations; a) at DRG Coins: £500; b) at Notarascoins: £1,200-£1,500; 
c) at Elm Hill Collectables: £1,500.  The museum also supplied further material in 
the form of comparable examples sold on the market.   
 
The Committee took account of all of this as it examined the mount again.  It noted that none of the 
private valuations provided by the finder provided justification or evidence to support the figures 
that they suggested.  The Committee pointed out that the parallels provided in the report by the 
provisional valuer, particularly examples 1, 3, and 4, were felt to be accurate indicators of the 
market for items such as this mount.  Additionally, the comparisons supplied by the museum 
indicated to the Committee that its earlier recommendation had been accurate.  The Committee 
confirmed its recommendation of £400. 
 
80. Medieval silver coin brooch from Binham, Norfolk (2011 T755; NMS-A4D7A5) 
Provisional valuer suggested £65.  The Committee examined the coin brooch in light of this and 
observed that the provisional valuer’s report was well-supported.  In agreement with the 
provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £65.  Norwich Castle Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
81. Roman copper alloy coins (6) from Wighton, Norfolk (2013 T463; NMS-E670B2) 

The provisional valuer suggested £20.  The Committee viewed the coins in light of this and in 
agreement with the valuer, recommended £20. Norwich Castle Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
Item 4: Any Other Business:   

 

Response from  regarding provisional valuations 
replied to the Committee’s letter requesting that individual values for coins be supplied 

in provisional valuations, and that any reference to retail price guides explains that they are not 
equivalent to auction hammer prices.  asked whether the Committee would be happy for 
existing catalogues to be marked up with prices against each coin, and the Committee confirmed 
that it would be happy with this approach. 
 

Next Meeting:  The next meeting will be held on Wednesday, 21st  May 2014 in the Board Room 
at the British Museum, at 11:00am.



Provisional Valuations: 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 




